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Abstract
This paper is based on a retrospective study of children who were born in exile and/or spent their formative years in exile during apartheid. It is based on 21 in-depth interviews with men and women who spent their childhoods in an average of three different countries in North America, Western Europe, the Nordic region, Eastern Europe, West Africa, and East Africa as second-generation exiles during apartheid. This article will argue that the interplay of structure and agency in the lives of second-generation exiles in the process of migration and in the transitory spaces that they occupied should be explored. Second-generation exile children devised a range of strategies in order to challenge or cope with constantly shifting contexts characterized by inequalities, social exclusion, violence, and political uncertainty.

Introduction
Between 30,000 and 60,000 people—adults and children—went into exile during apartheid following the banning of opposition political organizations such as the African National Congress (ANC) and Pan African Congress (PAC), and the initiation of the armed struggle in 1961. In addition to participating in strategic planning, military training, and armed combat, exiles established dwellings all over the world. They constructed "homes," engaged in intimate relationships, and raised children. The literature tends to focus narrowly on strategic military operations and largely ignores the politics of the everyday where individuals negotiated power dynamics and waged "strategies of resistance"1 in their new environments in exile.

Efforts have been made to elucidate the gendered dimensions of these struggles;2 however, children's voices have remained on the periphery of academic enquiry. The agency of children growing up in exile is poorly described. They appear as invisible actors or silent bystanders—their intentional decision-making3 and transformative action on the structures in which they were "bounded"4 remains unrecognized. Second-generation exiles, who were born and/or spent their formative years in exile, were described as passively being acted upon by their parents and teachers, or as "sponges" simply absorbing the dominant political
ideology—effectively denying them agency and power. There is little information about the manner in which children negotiated power relationships, waged everyday acts of resistance, or shaped their environments.

**Literature Review**

**Exile as Strategic Space**

Exile tends to be defined as physical “banishment” and geographical dislocation impelled by a political regime intent on preventing social change.\(^5\) Exile in this study has been conceptualized not in relation to geographical place but to a historically specific “condition”\(^6\) or process\(^7\) associated with forced estrangement from a lived or imagined home in the context of political struggles against “norms of a nation.”\(^8\)

It is increasingly argued that the exile experience cannot be reduced to “militaristic, top down and bureaucratic”\(^9\) power relations, and “narrow military and strategic objectives,”\(^10\) as this obscures the diversity of experience and the extent to which “strategies of struggle”\(^11\) are played out in a range of social relationships, all diffused with power, as argued by Foucault. A number of exile studies in a range of social science disciplines (such as political science, sociology, and historical studies) have tried to explore this complexity, such as in relation to gender,\(^12\) marriage,\(^13\) sexual relationships,\(^14\) families,\(^15\) social networks,\(^16\) and “daily life in the camps.”\(^17\) However, the strategies waged by children in exile remain largely unexamined, particularly in relation to second-generation exiles.

**Children and Difference**

Studies that refer to second-generation exiles fail to acknowledge the diverse manner in which childhood is constructed and experienced.\(^18\) This stems from an underlying essentialist approach to exile identity and experience, which fails to account for the complex manner in which socially constructed social divisions “intersect.”\(^19\) Clifford argues that diaspora theories need to account for racialized, classed, and gendered structures,\(^20\) but does not mention structures pertaining to generation.

Bernstein and Manghezi provide an uncritical presentation of the voices of ANC leadership’s children.\(^21\) Apart from passing reference to children of mixed nationality at Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College (SOMAFCO),\(^22\) Morrow and colleagues do not adequately illustrate the diversity of children living in Morogoro,\(^23\) Tanzania. Authors have provided superficial analysis of markers of difference, including birth in exile,\(^24\) race,\(^25\) and gender.\(^26\) Literature referring to second-generation exiles tends to focus on the former frontier states,\(^27\) Tanzania,\(^28\) and the United Kingdom;\(^29\) however, this does not elucidate the manner in which childhood was constructed or experienced elsewhere.
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children’s minor acts of resistance or what Scott described as “ordinary weapons of the weak.”

**Bounded Agency as Intentionality**

At a theoretical level, this article will refer to children’s agency as “bounded.” Through the interplay of meanings, norms, and power, the social structure both constrains and enables human agency by affecting agents’ aspirations, self-esteem, personal standards, affective states, and self-regulatory standards. In everyday action and interaction with other actors, individuals both entrench and transform this social structure, whose actions and development the structure in turn influences.

Intentionality is central to agency. Foucault argues that one must account for the “aim of the struggle to overcome the effect of power.” Bandura argues that even children have the capacity to act with intentionality—exhibiting self-efficacy, forethought, and self-evaluation—on their own, by proxy through someone, or collectively with others. They may draw upon individual or interpersonal resources to negotiate their positions in relationships, fight against injustice, and attempt to circumvent the power of others, in what Foucault describes as “strategies of struggle.” Their strategies may involve evasion, humour, gossip, moral reasoning, manipulation, passive resistance, and open contestation, although such tactics are rarely recognised by adults.

The bounded nature of children’s agency and the strategies that they developed in exile will be explored in this article. The respondents presented a combination of experiences of feeling “done to,” alongside expressions of agency—“doing” and “transforming.”

**Methodology**

This research sought to understand the manner in which childhood was constructed and experienced in exile communities during apartheid and upon return to South Africa. Secondary and primary data were collected in this study. Secondary sources included academic books and accredited journal articles, as well as autobiographies, biographies, and newspaper articles.

As there is no central database or list of second-generation exiles, systematic or random sampling approaches were not utilized. Instead, snowballing (chain-referral) was used to identify “hidden” populations who met the following criteria: they were born and/or spent their formative years (0–18) in exile during apartheid, and they were residing in South Africa at the time of the fieldwork. In this exploratory study, 21 respondents were identified and interviewed using a word-of-mouth snowballing technique. As this sampling technique depends on social networks, it introduces a level of bias. All attempts were made to reduce these biases by posting recruitment announcements on a range of mailing lists and websites (e.g., the H-SAfrica discussion forum). This may have introduced a self-selection bias but widened the pool of respondents and created new points of access. Although this study is not representative, it offers detailed insight into the experiences and understanding of respondents, whose voices and attempts to exercise power tend to be ignored.

A life history approach was used to gather data, enabling respondents to focus on events, places, and relationships that are significant to them. Non-directive questions were then asked as triggers to open further discussion over a two- to three-hour period. With the permission of respondents, the interviews were audio recorded digitally. Transcripts were sent to the respondents, which allowed them to reflect on their responses, verify the data, or raise concerns. Apart from minor cases involving the spelling of names and places, no significant revisions were requested by the respondents. The data were analysed thematically and manually using Microsoft Word; open-coding was used to categorize and examine themes and patterns. This study used a theoretically and methodologically reflexive approach, which was documented in a field diary.

The study adhered to the ethical standards promoted by the Oral History Association of South Africa (OHASA) Code of Conduct. Ethical data collection and management included obtaining informed written consent; offering the right to withdraw or seal a transcript; confidentiality; anonymity and protected storage of data. Identifiable information has been obscured in the particle as a result of the political sensitivity and safety concerns raised by the respondents. Although a life history may produce “great relief and release,” it might inadvertently lead to “pain caused by remembering difficult memories.” At the outset of the interview, respondents were provided with contact information for qualified counsellors at the University of Johannesburg, although no respondents utilized this service.

The sample (21) characteristics are as follows: 7 (33%) were male and 14 (67%) were female. Seventeen (80%) were black, 2 (10%) were white, and 2 (10%) were Indian. At the time of the interviews, 3 (14%) were younger than 30 years of age, 8 (38%) were between the ages of 31 and 35 years, 7 (33%) were aged 36 to 40 years, and 3 (14%) were older than 41 years.

The age at which the respondents went into exile is as follows: 9 (43%) were born in exile, 9 (43%) were aged 1 to 5 years, and 3 (14%) were older than 6 years. Three (14%) returned to South Africa from exile aged 0 to 10 years, 11 (52%) were aged 11 to 18 years, and 7 (33%) were 19 years...
or older. When in exile, the respondents lived in a number of different countries: 6 (29%) stayed in 1 country, 4 (19%) lived in 2 countries, 9 (43%) lived in 3 countries, and 2 (10%) lived in 4 countries. With this in mind, the respondents listed 47 countries in 6 regions in which they lived in exile: 16 (34%) lived in southern Africa, 9 (19%) lived in Eastern Africa, 1 (2%) lived in West Africa, 10 (21%) lived in Europe, 6 (13%) lived in the United Kingdom, and 11% lived in North America.65 The majority of the respondents’ parents either had refugee status or study permits.56

Limitations of Retrospective Interviews

Many academics have questioned the validity of memories as a source of data. As “an artefact that rusts,”67 memories may distort or fade.68 Others have pointed to temporal continuity, as the past experience of exile informs identity in the present, and the present informs what is “remembered” and narrated about exile.69 Said argues that for exiles, experiences in new environments occur “contrapuntally”70 with memories of experiences in old environments. The narration of these memories is informed by present needs.71 The process of recollection and narration may help exiles depict themselves in a particular way, place themselves in the “starring role;72 “reconstitute their broken lives,”73 find content to notions of “home” and “belonging,”74 and/or craft and re-craft their identities in the present.75 Memories may be selectively recovered, reshaped, and reinterpreted at a collective level under the influence of dominant discourses, political frameworks, and memorialization efforts.76 Therefore, some academics argue that memories—and narration as the vehicle through which memories are shared—do not necessarily produce a truthful, “authentic” view of the past.77

During the course of the interviews, respondents questioned the “quality” of their early memories, particularly since many went into exile, over 20 years ago. Furthermore, some respondents reflected on their use of adult terms, emotions, and reference points when describing their childhoods. In this article, many quotes reveal the tension between children’s perceptions and feelings in relation to particular events and behaviour, which are recalled and narrated by adults, juxtaposed against adult re-interpretations, or rationalized in hindsight. Further, the respondents’ positioning and experiences in post-apartheid South Africa are likely to have influenced their selection and narration of particular memories of exile.

Notwithstanding these considerations, the narration of memories of exile provides opportunities for reflection for the respondent and researcher.78 Some argue that narration provides partial versions and experiences, which, when viewed in relation to each other, lend credence to the Foucauldian notion that truth is a “thing of this world.”79 However, it needs to be noted that the objective of this study was not to provide a historical realist version of the “truth” but to present different perspectives of lived experiences. Narration also “gives voice” to those who have been marginalized, or, as has been argued in the South African context, as the “ritualistic lifting of the veil”80 or the gluing together of “cracked heirlooms”81 that represent the multiplicity of hidden voices, which were silenced by apartheid.

Findings

Childhood was constructed differently, depending on where the children came from and where they travelled through, to, or settled. The family, playground, and schoolroom were described as “political spaces” fraught with battles over gender, ethnicity, socio-economic status, and political ideology. It will be argued that as agents, their decision-making and action was influenced by social structures at the level of the interpersonal, but through their action some tried to resist or transform these structures. Their responses reveal a combination of feelings related to being “done to” and “doing.”

Constructions of Parenthood in Politicized Settings

In this politicized context, intergenerational communication was shrouded in secrecy and silence. Many of the respondents complained that their parents never explained why they were in exile. Some attributed this to the African culture where “there is no real need to explain to a six-year-old why the world is the way it is,”82 and “when adults came, you just had to disappear.”83 One respondent stated that he is still “mad at them”84 for never explaining apartheid. Some respondents explained that these silences were deliberate in order to protect them, which meant that it felt like “an adventure”85 rather than an escape from violence. Many understood this in retrospect, but at the time they felt “cut off”86 and excluded from their parents. Some respondents stated that even when their parents tried to explain the situation to them, they simply were too young to understand: “I knew who Nelson Mandela was always and I used to draw little pictures to send to him, [but] I didn’t have the vocabulary to understand what they were talking about.”87

Parental absences were also a factor of exile, which were rarely explained to children: “Like when he went away he never told us where he was going, though he was silly because he would insist that my mother packed his case, so you could sort of figure it out: Angola or the Soviet Union. But we never knew how long he was going for.”88 For some this was simply a “normal state of affairs.”89 For others this was a source of pain and frustration, particularly when significant events were missed.
Some respondents rationalized these absences by referring to a choice that their parents had to make: politics or parenthood. For instance, one respondent who was placed in boarding school when she was a toddler said that in her family “we [the children] weren’t a priority.” Her mother worked long hours, while her father engaged in political activities. She recalled her parents forgetting to collect her at school and then enviously watching other children interact with their parents: “I remember sitting there and thinking, why didn’t my parents do that with me?”

Some parents were forced to leave one child behind in South Africa or in a camp. This had profound effects on sibling relationships. One respondent recalled having to lie to his youngest sister about the impending trip, but also secretly fearing that he would be left behind: “I didn’t sleep the night before. It was a secret from the one after me, and I was worried that it would happen to me too and they would leave me behind.” Children themselves had little say in this type of situation; however, one respondent exercised his agency by fabricating stories of physical abuse at the hands of relatives so that he would not be left behind.

In contrast, some parents insisted on remaining with their children, even if it meant taking them on training and missions. A respondent recalled being taken on one such mission: “It was great going to Swaziland for me because there were sweets and chocolates. But my brother got really scared because he knew what we were doing. He used to throw up the night before we left for Swaziland.” This respondent also described a moment when her mother—upon receiving a notification to send her children to Tanzania—locked herself in the bathroom until they were allowed to stay. She attributed this success to racial and socio-economic differences: “It was one of the times I noticed the difference between being middle class and white. We had a choice. We could go to the UK. Other moms didn’t have a choice: they had nowhere else to go, they had no family, and they had no support. And if you speak to kids who were sent to SOMAFCO, there is a lot of resentment that they were sent away.”

Discipline was another factor of childhood in exile. A number of respondents referred to a “culture clash” associated with the “unquestioned obedience that children owe their parents in Africa.” This manifested itself in strict parenting, corporal punishment, and efforts to curtail their freedom. This was very acute for children in exile whose friends experienced a different kind of freedom in North America: “My parents were stricter than other American parents. I was beaten a lot more than them; it wasn’t child abuse, it was just what we do. I complained to my parents, but they said I can’t compare myself with other children because I was from different circumstances.”

Many of the respondents described their attempts at exercising agency and struggling for freedom. Some referred to verbal arguments with their parents, slamming doors, and leaving angry notes. A respondent referred to anger at her mother’s refusal to permit her to sleep over at friend’s homes in Canada: “Sleeping over wasn’t an African thing … It was a massive source of tension. She couldn’t control it and didn’t know what we were being exposed to.”

Rebellion was also a form of agency. Some respondents engaged in “risky activities” such as petty theft, alcohol consumption, and drug abuse, as a means of exercising their agency. A respondent was very frustrated at his parents for putting everyone else’s needs above his own: “I would speak back, I was a brat. I had no control. I had an opinion for everything. I fought with the system.” As a result, he was expelled from three schools in Zimbabwe. These are not unusual challenges for immigrant populations to experience, but in the case of second-generation exile children, these tensions in the home were exacerbated by other difficulties such as the frequent absence of parents who were on mission or undergoing training.

Respondents drew on inner resources when trying to cope with these interpersonal problems. One respondent coped with his father’s drinking and emotional distance by spending hours reading on his own and, for the most part, relying on himself. Another stated that she coped with being placed in a boarding school from a young age by constructing a fantasy world: “I used to write stories in my head. I would live in my head how I wanted it to be. I just escaped.”

Another respondent coped with the secrecy required of living underground with her mother by fabricating the truth about her life—beyond what was required of her: “So now I was allowed to lie, so I went the whole hog and it allowed me to be the person I wanted to be.” This included constructing a fantasy of living in her grandparent’s tree house. As children, some respondents found solace—and a voice of protest—in their artwork, poetry, and diaries. These agentic strategies should, therefore, not be ignored.

Political Socialization

Second-generation exiles were socialized directly and indirectly into political awareness. Some recalled eavesdropping on their parents during political meetings: “When I was very small, we used to hide behind the sofa when he was having these meetings. And I think we just wanted proximity to him. And then we would get all silly like kids do and start shoving each other, and he would kick us out.” There were, however, deliberate attempts by their parents to inculcate a particular set of values, vision, and understanding of politics.
Some parents gave their children books to read about South Africa. Others named their children after political leaders. Some took their children to anti-apartheid demonstrations or ANC meetings. A child recalled handing out T-shirts, stickers, and pamphlets at one such event in the United Kingdom. June 16 was a “public holiday” for second-generation exiles scattered across the world. A respondent recalled her sister trying to copy her father’s flyers by drawing “pictures of the national liberation struggle with cute bunny rabbits on them.” Another respondent reflected on the toys that they were given in exile: “When we were in Zimbabwe, my father used to go and buy us toy guns … I think at the time they thought these children have to be socialized because they will have to take up the struggle.”

Respondents who spent a portion of their childhoods in the frontier states and at SOMAFCO spoke about the politically charged environment, characterized by Friday news readings, political songs, slogans, and “performances” such as the symbolic burning of coffins representing apartheid leaders. Many children did not understand these messages: “There was a Zulu song that the lines went ‘We are going to wake up at four in the morning and go to revolt.’” ANC children attended the Young Pioneers in Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe where they engaged in “political play” activities on weekends.

Political socialization was also associated with fear of political threats. A respondent recalled feeling “very embarrassed” when the ANC bomb squad detonated an envelope containing a school photograph, which she had failed to inform her parents about. She also recalled her father using code language because he was concerned that she would “blurt things out innocently.” Another recalled feeling scared and unsettled when trenches were constructed at SOMAFCO. Fears of infiltrations and spies meant that the children had to be careful of speaking to strangers and other South Africans, and these threats were not always unfounded. For instance, in the United Kingdom, a respondent’s home was destroyed by a bomb, and she regularly noticed spies lingering on her street. A respondent in Mozambique stated that she had to walk a different route to school every day and had to stand back when the car ignition was turned, in case there was a bomb in the vehicle.

Political socialization was also associated with the death of a close relative, which heightened the political sensitivity of children. The murder of one child’s stepfather in Swaziland precipitated the family’s move to the United Kingdom. Another recalled the loss of his mother: “I remember feeling lonely a lot of the time, and I kept believing that when we moved we would meet up with my mother. And we moved a lot, so there was this continuous feeling of disappointment.” A respondent’s brother was killed in a bomb that was intended for his parents; he was too young to understand what happened, but knew that his brother was “not coming back.” He described how his mother became extremely over-protective: “We weren’t allowed to go anywhere or see anyone.”

Many of the respondents referred to their homes as being used as safe houses for exiles passing through on their way out of South Africa, or en route to training or military missions. As one respondent stated, “When I think of memories of home, politics was always there. There were always people sleeping at our house.” For some children, this was an important time in their political socialization, filled with important discussion and new acquaintances, but this also was a source of tension. As one respondent stated, “I don’t think I minded, until I was chucked out of my room, and this happened often.” This was echoed by another respondent: “There were a lot of things that started to annoy me when I got older. Like when adults come to your house and you have to give up your bed and you have sleep on the floor in the living room. If you leave stuff in the fridge and then the next day it tended not to be there. I was teenager: what is mine is mine. And I also felt like my parents were not my own. And I think that is a very painful thing, when you know you have to share your parents.”

Children reacted to political socialization in different ways. One respondent described the expectation that he had to contribute to his community as a “burden.” He didn’t understand what the rallies were about and why he had to spend 16 June 16 with his parents, when all he wanted to do was play with his friends. He stated, “I think there was plenty of resistance. You feel your parents are pushing you in a direction you don’t want to go in. Why don’t other kids have these problems? Why is it that other kids don’t have to go to a soup kitchen and serve? Why is it that other kids don’t have to deal with all this stuff? I looked at it and thought, ‘Stuff this, I am going to act like other kids,’ and I remember I got the biggest spanking.”

Another respondent stated that he made a deliberate show of not being interested in the books or news items related to South Africa: “My attitude was very much ‘No, this is not me. I am somebody very different, and this is an alien and frightening country, which is responsible for destroying our family, and I don’t want to get engaged with it.’” Some deliberately tried to distance themselves from any association with the exile movement in order to “fit in.”
"You don't know what people's views are, so being a bit cautious about what you were saying. I told one friend that my dad was a communist, and she said her dad hated communists and wanted to kill them all. Then I realized I shouldn't have said anything."\textsuperscript{118} Others exercised their agency by actively fighting against racism and xenophobia in their host communities.

Racism and Xenophobia

Many respondents were the targets of racism and xenophobia in North America, Western Europe, and in the Nordic countries. People treated them as a "curiosity,"\textsuperscript{119} while others were "openly hostile."\textsuperscript{120} One respondent's father tried to explain, "Don't feel bad, this country [USA] is crazy and this country is not nice, it has nothing to do with you. You are black, you are female, and you are an immigrant. All three of those things don't belong in this place."\textsuperscript{121}

Another respondent stated that the racism made her feel uncomfortable: "It made me question why people hate us because of our skin colour. My sister even asked my parents when we are going to be white."\textsuperscript{122} Language differences were often used as a proxy for structural and interpersonal racism, to the extent that people—adults and children—would criticize their language skills and/or "talk down to them in a way that made [them] feel stupid."\textsuperscript{123} This had a significant effect on peer relationships. One respondent referred to the racist "undercurrent" in the playground.\textsuperscript{124} Another respondent referred to the "playground as a political space" characterized by racial clashes. She recalled crying after a child asked whether she eats spaghetti with her fingers or soup with a fork and knife.\textsuperscript{125}

Even within SOMAFCO and the frontier communities there were racist prejudices. An Indian girl recalls her birthday when black children refused to play with her. Another respondent described games where she was always given the role of the "baddy" because she was white.\textsuperscript{126} Some children spoke of the "othering" of white children who accompanied their European parents to volunteer at SOMAFCO.\textsuperscript{127} There was also racism in relation to indigenous people. The children called the local village close to SOMAFCO the "dark city," into which they rarely ventured.\textsuperscript{128}

Some respondents exercised their agency by intentionally trying to challenge racist practices. For instance, one respondent insisted that her history teacher give a lesson on apartheid. She also adopted the "punk rock" culture in the UK as a means of expressing her fight against fascism and racism.\textsuperscript{129} Some respondents organized protests against racism in North American schools. One respondent stated that her teachers didn't like her because she was always "questioning" the treatment of black children.\textsuperscript{130} Another respondent refused to return to school in Denmark when racist books were not removed from the library.\textsuperscript{131}

In the face of racism and xenophobia, the respondents tried to overcome their loneliness by intentionally devising a range of strategies to cultivate friendships. In Bulgaria, for instance, a respondent desperately tried to "learn the culture and manners."\textsuperscript{132} Some respondents forged close friendships with other children who seemed to be coping with similar issues of death, loss, and dislocation. Many children forged friendships with children from other minority groups. For instance, a respondent stated that she befriended an Indian girl and a Columbian girl, and "we were the only people of colour in that crèche."\textsuperscript{133} On the other hand, one respondent described her attempts to look and speak like a white Canadian person, including trying to change her accent, straighten her hair, and wear particular clothing brands.\textsuperscript{134} Others deliberately forged relationships with adults in the community—whom they described as "aunts" and "uncles"—as a substitute extended family.

Unfortunately, developing and investing in relationships also had unintended consequences, such as a recurrent sense of loss associated with frequent migration. Many respondents said that they learnt strategically how to compartmentalize relationships so that it was easier to say goodbye. A respondent described this as her "defence mechanism": "When you are gone, you are gone. Keeping in touch is not important."\textsuperscript{135}

Socio-economic Status

There were contrasts in the socio-economic status of exile families, depending on where they went into exile and their political standing. On arrival in exile in North America and Western Europe, many respondents moved into slums with other foreign nationals and referred to everyday socio-economic challenges faced by their parents when trying to put a meal on the table or purchase sanitary wear for girls. However, there were also significant differences when comparing exile communities in Europe to Africa. When relocating from Denmark to Tanzania, one respondent stated that she was "shocked" at the food that they were expected to eat: "It was all strange for me, coming from a developed country to an ANC camp where we had to go to this warehouse to get our rations every month."\textsuperscript{136}

Socio-economic status was a relational concept, and constant comparisons were made within exile communities. Some exile families who were associated with the ANC leadership and strategic wing were able to afford live-in nannies, private schools, and new clothing. A child living in Zimbabwe noted the salience of socio-economic differences within the exile community—epitomized for her by the school bus that would collect the poorer children...
from government schools, followed by another bus for the wealthier exile children at private schools: “You know, in exile there was this thing of families who were just better than the rest, the big names. That’s how the ANC worked, so you knew that they deserved more than the rest of us.”137

It was held that “better off” exile children had access to their favourite toys and books, even if it put others at risk to source them: “My mom would make a real effort to get books for me; comrades [fighters in the liberation struggle] used to jump the fence with a Famous Five book for me, in the face of all the danger.”138 In retrospect this respondent was “ashamed” 139 that she was treated differently.

It was evident that socio-economic status was a source of inner and interpersonal conflict for the respondents, both as children and in hindsight. For instance, a respondent was angered when his mother denied his request for Air Jordan sneakers, but soon thereafter gave the money to a needy South African family passing through Nigeria: “It was probably the most heart-sore feeling in me. How could this woman do this to me? As a child you just don’t understand.”140 One respondent expressed the sense of frustration that he felt as a child because his dad was not earning an income from his political engagements: “It should pay at some point.”141 On the other hand, this was also a source of pride for some children: “My dad is unemployed, but making a difference.”142

In order to assist their parents, some children exercised their agency by taking on part-time employment. Respondents spoke of completing basic administrative tasks in the ANC offices and working in the service industry. Others tried desperately to win scholarships to cover their schooling, even if it required extraordinary efforts to perform well at school.

Constructions of Gender
In some contexts, exile provided an opportunity for the reinterpretation of gender norms and values. Many respondents experienced the new wave of feminism in North America and the United Kingdom. This meant an emergence of new female role models, such as “black female astronauts, editors, and teachers.”143 Respondents described the new freedom and independence experienced by their mothers and a renegotiation of spatial public/private boundaries in North America and Europe. Many of their mothers became mobile, abandoned traditional dress, formed circles of male and female friends independently of their husbands, and entered the formal economy. This in turn led to a selective revision of domestic roles and responsibilities, with fathers cooking and plaiting their daughter’s hair in Denmark, for example.144

However, exile also perpetuated gender norms and placed constraints on women’s agency. As they could not rely on traditional forms of social support, including relatives or nannies, many were placed under immense pressure trying to balance employment and child care: “It was hard: there was no nanny. We had to go with her [mother] everywhere until we turned 12. In Canada a child can’t be left alone in the house.”145

Children who were sent to stay in boarding schools described feelings of abandonment, although in hindsight they understood that this was the only way that their mothers could engage in paid employment. Others resented being forced to take responsibility for the care of younger siblings so that their mothers could work: “I would always tell her [mother], ‘This is unfair. I feel like I have been brought here [United States] to be a maid.’ I mean, I took care of my brother. With all of this happening, I was not a child.”146

Many female respondents referred to the new freedom that they experienced in exile in terms of their movement, relationships, and life opportunities. However, in certain contexts, restrictions were placed on girls’ political agency on the grounds of protection. Two female respondents wanted to join the Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) and felt that if they had been boys, this would have been an option for them: “It was a gendered experience for me. I felt if I had been a boy I would have been taken more seriously.”147

Sexuality and Violence
In some contexts, femininity was associated with victimization in the face of sexual and gender-based violence. Intimate partner violence, sexual harassment, and rape were experienced by women in their families. Sexual and gender-based violence in closed-off exile communities such as Morogoro was perceived as “normal” and questioned by the respondents only upon their return to South Africa. For instance, one respondent stated, “I was raped five or six times continuously. It was not disguised. For us kids it was normal. I knew that if I was coming out of that room at the day care centre with a chocolate, the next person going into that room was experiencing the same thing and it was just that …. As a kid when you are made to believe that what’s happening to you is correct, you get sad only when you are older.”148

Many respondents voiced the opinion that the needs of the “movement” were placed above the needs of girls and women. For instance, a respondent spoke of being raped repeatedly by the teenage son of her parent’s political friends when in exile. Although she exercised her agency by telling her parents, there was still an obligation on her parents to take the boy shopping for new clothes: “That messed me up a little. A lot of this sexual abuse stuff was rife. You were sexually molested by a comrade’s child or a comrade
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they themselves. There again, in South Africa that has become part of our heritage, it has been normalized by society.149

The material realities of exile sometimes shaped constructions of sexuality around transactional relationships. One respondent spoke at length about her mother’s relationships with powerful men in the exile community: “It was one of those relationships that my mom was in to make her life easier in exile. He was influential, and she did it to survive.”150

A respondent described her attempts to exercise agency in this context. She saw this abuse in transactional terms, which she could then use to assist her sibling: “As I was getting older and he was rewarding me with biscuits, the strange thing was in my mind I was saying, ‘Let’s allow this thing to happen, if I can take food and biscuits for my younger sister.’”151 She also spoke of trying to discourage her mother from transactional sex: “I thought it was my responsibility to protect my mother. Like maybe when he is walking away, I would throw stones at them.”152 She exercised her agency by trying to defend her mother and threaten the perpetrators.

Another female respondent complained to her father about the abuse experienced by her peers, thereby exercising her agency by proxy. Other respondents referred to their participation in feminist movements in North America and Europe in their attempts to challenge norms that supported discrimination and violence against women. Some even used poetry and music to advocate for these changes in their schools and other community spaces.

Conclusion

Exile tends to be viewed narrowly as a strategic space characterized by top-down military operations, at the exclusion of everyday power struggles and interpersonal acts of resistance. Furthermore, literature describes children as a homogenous category of invisible actors, silent bystanders, or passive targets of political socialization, without considering their perspectives, decisions, and agentic behaviour when seeking refuge. This article has argued that the interplay of structure and agency in the lives of second-generation exiles should be explored.

Difference should be considered in the manner in which childhood—as intersected with socially constructed divisions such as gender, ethnicity, and socio-economic status—was constructed and experienced by different children, living in different families in different exile communities. This article has described the constraints—and opportunities—placed by these social structures on children’s lived realities. Moreover, it has shown how these structures have influenced interpersonal relationships, which in turn have had a significant impact on respondents’ agency in exile. It has been argued that some second-generation exiles (re)interpreted, questioned, challenged, and resisted the manner in which power was distributed by acting with intentionality in certain situations, even though they felt constrained and subjugated in others.

It is impossible to make generalizations about the extent or nature of their agentic action, but these respondents have provided insight into the complex interplay of structure and agency in exile. Children responded in different ways to these structures and, in so doing, revealed forms of agency, which have heretofore been left unexamined. Many children waged struggles for freedom within their homes, fighting against what they perceived as unjust treatment. Many questioned their parents’ decisions, actions, and ideologies. In their schools and communities, many fought against injustice, racism, and sexism. Some children devised strategies to exercise their agency by proxy or collectively with peers and other adults. Alternatively, they drew on inner resources when trying to manage loss, isolation, secrecy, and disruption.

As the first article emerging from this exploratory study, there are numerous gaps, contradictions, and tensions that have yet to be explored. For instance, the issue of identity has not been adequately discussed, nor has the respondents’ experiences in post-apartheid South Africa, and how this has shaped their narration of exile. These issues will be discussed in subsequent publications.

At a theoretical and methodological level, the construction and reconstruction of memory will need to be further considered. Memories do not necessarily provide an “authentic” view of the past, because they are socially constructed and therefore change in relation to the vagaries of time, fluctuating dominant narratives, ideological partialities, and shifting positionality in past and present. The quotes provided in this article have revealed the tension between memories of childhood as selectively narrated and/or constructed by adults, and adult reflections of childhood. These tensions should be carefully unpacked in future studies that explore historical topics and utilize the life history narrative approach.

Twenty years ago the liberation struggle culminated in South Africa’s first democratic elections. This “anniversary” has spurred a new wave of reflection about the realization of the liberation struggle’s goals and expectations, in relation to the realities of post-apartheid South Africa. It has also reignited discussion on the silencing of voices by apartheid and the dominant narrative of the struggle in post-apartheid South Africa. This article is, therefore, timely in that it offers a unique perspective on exile as experienced by marginalized children, many of whom are now disappointed youth in a troubled South Africa.
Furthermore, despite the plethora of progressive legislation in South Africa promoting the protection of children’s rights, regardless of nationality, undocumented child migrants are subject to numerous human rights violations associated with inequitable access to quality services, structural and interpersonal violence, discrimination, and xenophobia. Many of these problems were experienced by children in exile during apartheid. This study will, therefore, contribute to the theoretical and empirical knowledge on children seeking refuge.
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